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When the News is Bad—Ann Faulkner 1998 Communicating bad news is part of any health care professional's daily work, yet it causes difficulties for those who see their role in terms of cure and care -- towards restored mental health and physical health. If news is given badly, it can cause pain and confusion for the recipient and stress and regret in the messenger. Skills of information-giving need to be combined with the ability to reflect the needs of the recipients are essential, enabling the recipient to take it in and move forward. Case studies illustrate the thinking behind the approach presented in this book. The guidelines make compelling reading as they are the fruit of this well-known author's wide experience in both the clinical and teaching fields of health care.

No News is Bad News—Michael Bromley 2001 This volume of collected essays provides a wide-ranging survey of the state of radio and television, especially the idea of public service broadcasting, and of news, current affairs and documentary programming in America, Australia, the UK and the rest of western Europe. Among the key issues it addresses are the 'dumbing down' of TV news, the infatuation factor in current affairs shows and the disappearance of the documentary. Using contemporary cases and examples - from the row over the scheduling of News at Ten in the UK to the creation of ABC News Online in Australia -- the essays link the performance of radio and television at the turn of the millennium with the processes of deregulation, liberalisation and digitalisation which have been evident since the 1980s. Working from a much needed and original comparative approach which encompasses complex and well-established public broadcasting in the USA as well as emerging and vulnerable participatory radio stations in El Salvador, the book sets a variety of experiences of factual radio and television programming within wider political and cultural contexts. It offers analyses of not only the 'problems' associated with news, current affairs and documentary broadcasting in an era of a declining public service ethos and the apparent triumph of the market, however. The essays also explore the potential of alternative radio and television, new forms of communication, such as the internet, and changing practices among journalists and programme makers, as well as the resilience of public broadcasting and the powers of the public to ensure that the media remain relevant and accountable. A companion text to the bestselling Sex, Lies and Democracy: The Press and the Public, this volume presents a multi-faceted approach to the tumultuous present and the uncertain future of news, current affairs and documentary in radio and television.

Bad Stuff in the News—Rabbi Marc Gelman 2002 The "God Squad" discuss how such problems as terrorism, child abuse, natural disasters, violence in sports, and hate crimes are reported in the media and some things that our society is capable of. The Government is not the only one to blame for bad news, the media and public are also responsible. This book provides a guide for parents on how to keep their children safe from bad news.

Good News, Bad News—Jeff Mack 2012-07-04 While on a picnic, Bunny and Mouse see everything that happens to them from opposite points of view--Bunny sees only the good, while Mouse sees only the bad.

Good News for Bad Backs—Robert L. Sweezy 1994-02 A guided, illustrated, step-by-step self-care back guide that works quickly and at home even for the severely injured. Well-organized into short, clear sections, the book includes * Instant Guide to Back Relief -- fast reference to Emergency; Back Care & Back First Aid; * Self-Care Decision Trees -- step-by-step, individualized treatment plan; * Life Skills - protection tips, including the best mattress, and the right sports for your problem; * 5-Minute Back Saver -- minutes a day keeps your back in top condition all year. 40 million Americans suffer from back pain, and most find only fleeting relief. Covering AL L types of back pain, and related issues, from microsurgery to acupuncture, Good News for Bad Backs promises pain relief without heavy medication or surgery, and no repeated doctor's visits.

Good News is Bad News is Good News—William K. McElvaney 1980

Good News for Bad Times—Richard W. DeHaan 1975

Proclaiming Good News for Bad People—Roy Hession 1989-01-01

Good News for Bad People—Roy Hession 1990-06-01

The Good News About the Bad Behavior—Katherine Reynolds Lewis 2018-04-17 The current model of parental discipline is as outdated as a rotary phone. Today's parents live with an exhausting reality: persistent defiance from children. About half of the current generation of children will develop a mood or behavioral disorder or a substance addiction by age eighteen. And many parents feel increasingly unable to exert any influence over their children. In our highly connected age, the all-powerful parent is largely a thing of the past. In this book, journalist and parenting expert Katherine Reynolds Lewis proposes a radical solution: empathy. As she journeys from parenting seminars to neuroscience labs to schools to the homes of modern parents, Lewis documents a crisis of self-regulation—and shows how children rise to the occasion when their parents learn to trust them, let them face consequences, and train them in the art of self-control. She watches as chaotic homes become peaceful, bewildered teachers see progress, and her own family grows and changes in light of new ideas. You'll recognize your own family in Lewis's sensitive, realistic stories, and you'll find a path to making everyone in your home more capable, kinder, and happier—including yourself.

Bad News—Anjan Sundaram 2017-01-12 Hearing a blast, journalist Anjan Sundaram headed uphill towards the sound. Grenade explosions are not entirely unusual in the city of Kigali, but the elasticity of the situation had increased. What was unusual about this one, however, was that when Sundaram arrived, it was as though nothing had happened. Traffic circulated as normal, there was no debris on the streets and the policeman on duty denied any event whatsoever. This was evidence of a clean-up, a cloaking of the discontent in Rwanda and a desire to silence the media in a country most of whose citizens were without internet. This was the first of many ominous events.Bad News is the extraordinary account of the battle for free speech in modern-day Rwanda. Following not only those journalists who stayed, despite bearing torture or even death from a ruthless government, but also those reporting from exile, it is the story of papers being shut down, of lies told to please foreign delegates, of the unacceptable loyalty that can be bred by terror, of history being retold, of constant surveillance, of corrupted elections and of great courage.It tells the true narrative of Rwandan society today and, in the face of powerful forces, of the fight to make explosions heard.


Good News/bad news—Henry Martin 1977

The Good News about the Bad News—Terri Warren 2009 If you have genital herpes, you’re not alone. Millions of people lead healthy, sexually active lives with herpes. Although herpes symptoms can be managed with medication and treatment, the stigma associated with the infection can negatively impact self-esteem and become a problem in itself. This complete guide to living with genital herpes, written by internationally recognized herpes expert Terri Warren, addresses every practical issue people with herpes face. The author offers information on: * Understanding herpes
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Report Bad News - Saliyame Duncan 2017 Reporting Bad News addresses a gap in the literature concerning death reporting and stories of personal tragedy. Much has been written about disasters and large-scale tragedies, but this research concentrates on individual loss and the relationship between journalist and vulnerable interviewee. While much discussion in this area is negative, focusing on the ethics of intrusion and journalists who act insensitively under pressure, the authors' aim is to turn this focus around by looking at best practice in encounters between reporters and the bereaved, survivors and the vulnerable. It is hoped that by examining contemporary death reporting, explaining its public service role, proposing a new model of ethical participation and offering a structure for sensitive interviewing, the most harmful aspects of the process can be reduced for both the journalist and, more importantly, the grieving and the victims. The work is based on years of research by the authors, on interviews with journalists, journalism educators, bereaved families and support groups and is supplemented with a detailed analysis of the reporting of death across academic disciplines and perspectives.

Bad News - Bruno Ziauddin 2016-02-01

The Bad News Bible - Anna Blundy 2008 While stationed in Jerusalem to investigate a possible mole in Israeli intelligence, Faith Zanetti's best friend is murdered while searching for a child-trafficking ring and she continues to follow the story to find the killer.

Bad News for Milk Bay - Moya Simons 2009 David has to save Horatio Brown from being driven out of his house - and his mind - by a greedy nephew. So, if David wonders why Mr Brown is selling up and he finds out that Mr Brown's nephew is acting on his behalf... it looks like mischief is afoot in Milk Bay once more.

Bad News - Pseudonymous Bosch 2018-01-23 For use in schools and libraries only. A conclusion to the adventure trilogy finds Clay and the Secret Series Allies confronting the white-gloved members of the mysterious Midnight Sun cabal.

Good News, Bad News - Jeremy Iggers 1998-03-12 Public dissatisfaction with the news media frequently gives rise to calls for journalists to live up to the ethical standards of their profession. But what if the fault lies in part with the standards themselves? Jeremy Iggers argues that journalism's institutionalized conversation about ethics largely evades the most important issues regarding the public interest and the civic responsibilities of the press. Changes in the ownership and organization of the news media make these issues especially timely; although journalism's ethics rest on the idea of journalism as a profession, the rise of market-driven journalism has undermined journalists' professional status. Ultimately, argues Iggers, journalism is impossible without a public that cares about the common life. A more meaningful approach to journalism ethics must begin with a consideration of the role of the news media in a democratic society and proceed to look for practical ways in which journalism can contribute to the vitality of public life. Written in an accessible style, Good News, Bad News is important reading for journalists, communication scholars, and students.

Bad News - Robert Shogan 2001 The author, a former reporter, arms readers with everything they will need to know to sift through the mire created by media coverage of presidential politics to get to the truth buried within the process.
denominations, this book will be a timeless companion for all readers wherever they may be on their own journeys of faith.

Bad News-Pseudonymous Bosch 2018-01-02 The can’t-miss final installment of beloved author Pseudonymous Bosch’s bestselling Bad Books trilogy, now in paperback! Sometimes plans go bad. A dragon preserve in the middle of the desert? It can only mean one thing. Ariella, known to be the last dragon on earth, has been recaptured by the nefarious Midnight Sun. But the news, when Clay hears it, is even worse: His brother’s best friend Cass has disappeared while investigating this mysterious tourist destination. The rescue mission takes Clay undercover to a crater halfway around the world, where dragons are kept captive for the entertainment of wealthy guests. Can Clay and his friends stop the Midnight Sun’s horrible plans, find Cass, and bring them both back to safety? Or will he be uncovered first? Old friends return and new foes appear as Pseudonymous Bosch answers long-simmering questions in his most exciting adventure yet, packed with action, humor, magic, mystery, and the roars of dragons.

Good News, Bad News-Pulatmnul Thyaraj 1999 Autobiographical reminiscences on the functioning of India’s leading English newspapers and the good and ugly sides of journalism.

How To Break Bad News-Robert Buckman 1992-08-08 For many health care professionals and social service providers, the hardest part of the job is breaking bad news. The news may be about a condition that is life-threatening (such as cancer or AIDS), disabling (such as multiple sclerosis or rheumatoid arthritis), or embarrassing (such as genital herpes). To date medical education has done little to train professionals in coping with such situations. With this guide Robert Buckman and Yvonne Kason provide help. Using plain, intelligible language they outline the basic principles of breaking bad news and present a technique, or protocol, that can be easily learned. It draws on listening and interviewing skills that consider such factors as how much the patient knows and/or wants to know, how to identify the patient’s agenda and understanding, and how to respond to his or her feelings about the information. They also discuss reactions of family and friends and of other members of the health care team. Based on Buckman’s award-winning training videos and Kason’s courses on interviewing skills for medical students, this volume is an indispensable aid for doctors, nurses, psychotherapists, social workers, and all those in related fields.

I Have Good News and Bad News-Alnoor Rajan 2010-03 Rajan Talwar’s book is not simply an individual’s journey through the trials of living with Multiple Sclerosis. It is a discourse between a thinking, reflective being with his world. It is a discourse on life, not in any abstract fashion, but in the very real essence of living each day to its fullest. His sense of humour prevails even in his darkest moments of anger and despair, as he punctuates some of the most painful moments of his life with this humour. Every chapter contains a positive lesson from a negative circumstance. The question of self and the author invited the author to identify the inexorable condition of the disease that holds him captive. Boston Irjiji - Dawson College Unique, self-told story of pain, courage and triumph. A candid account of the real turbulences of life. Informative of treatments that the medical profession considers Witchcraft. Passionately written. Refreshingly honest, open and sensitive. The author invites us to his world of MS and takes us on an intimate tour of his fears, hopes, despair, strengths. On this tour, we encounter our own innermost being; we find reflected in his world our own world. We find the echoes of our own questions, and we question our responses to the world we all live in. He provides us with the lens through which to view his world and we find that this lens is indeed a reflection of our own world. In this sense his world of MS is indeed our world and MS is then our metaphor for the calamities of our lives. This is one man’s journey of coming to terms with his reality and it can only inspire us and help us to come to terms with our own reality. A must read for every thinking, feeling, and struggling person! Zeenat Shariff Aga Khan University

No News is Bad News-Michael Bromley 2014-09-11 This volume of collected essays provides a wide-ranging survey of the state of radio and television, especially the idea of public service broadcasting, and of news, current affairs and documentary programming in America, Australia, the UK and the rest of western Europe. Among the key issues it addresses are the 'dumbing down' of TV news, the infatuation factor in current affairs shows and the disappearance of the documentary. Using contemporary cases and examples - from the row over the scheduling of News at Ten in the UK to the creation of ABC News Online in Australia -- the essays link the performance of radio and television at the turn of the millennium with the processes of deregulation, liberalisation and digitalisation which have been evident since the 1980s. Working from a much needed and original comparative approach which encompasses complex and well-established public broadcasting in the USA as well as emerging and vulnerable participatory radio stations in El Salvador, the book sets a variety of experiences of factual radio and television programming within wider political and cultural contexts. It offers analyses of not only the ‘problems’ associated with news, current affairs and documentary broadcasting in an era of a declining public service ethos and the apparent triumph of the market, however. The essays also explore the potential of alternative radio and television, new forms of communication, such as the internet, and changing practices among journalists and programme makers, as well as the resilience of public broadcasting and the powers of the public to ensure that the media remain relevant and accountable. A companion text to the bestselling Sex, Lies and Democracy: The Press and the Public, this volume presents a multi-faceted approach to the tumultuous present and the uncertain future of news, current affairs and documentary in radio and television.

Good News, Bad News-David Wolkencroft 2004 Meet Charlie. An everyday bloke. Good news is, he has a job. Bad news is, it’s in a photo kiosk. He whiles away the hours with his rather eccentric colleague George. But appearances can be deceptive. You see, there is one line of work where taking the world at face value can be very foolish indeed. Where trusting someone -- anyone -- is the most dangerous thing you can ever do. The truth is, Charlie and George have not been very honest with each other. The truth is, this isn’t their number one career choice. Their real jobs are a bell of a lot more dangerous. It’s time to come clean. But the truth could very well kill them...

The No News Is Bad News Blues-Skeot Larson 2007-02-01 In this time where children are fighting the battles of low self esteem and self worth, this book will be the equivalent to a refreshing glass of water to those who are thirsty or a breath of fresh air to those who need to breathe. It is my hope that this book will rekindle the fire of a declining American art form. This book is about healing. It contains essays, poems, and insights into dance and it works in a powerful effective way to change the quality of the individual’s life experience for the better. Through dance, individuals can display pride, self-expression, and identity. For the students of Dr. E. Alma Flagg School, the history of Modem dance will speak to them personally, as well as culturally. A dance would look quite different without the influence of the African and Latin contribution. Throughout history we have discovered how dance has enabled people to communicate their thoughts and ideas and provide comfort in times of sorrow and misery. I Dance Because…. is a gift of comfort, peace, hope and inspiration. Page by page you will feel the passion and heartfelt thoughts as dancers describe the reasons they dance. Mrs. Pope has enlisted the talents of many individuals, from many different places to speak to one thing that they all love, DANCING!! She serves as a teacher truly committed towards the promotion of her students as well as her art form. In a short time, I have witnessed her transform some of the most challenging students into individuals who believe in themselves and work diligently to meet her approval. She is truly an asset to our school and I applaud her efforts in compiling this extensive volume of information to motivate the next generations of dancers. Roy T. Wilson Principal Dr. E. Alma Flagg School

Good News for Form 1040 Filers, Bad News for the IRS-Joe Sweet 1999 Everything you ever needed to know about the income tax that the IRS is afraid you’ll find out.

Evangelism-David W. Augsburger 1981

Good News! Bad News!-Colin McNaughton 2002 Good news It’s a beautiful day. Hooray Bad news It's a school day. Boo Good news You've got the day off. Hooray Bad news To go to the dentist. Boo A boy’s walk to the dentist becomes a hazardous adventure featuring a host of frightening characters. There is a surprise around every corner as he encounters such fearsome creatures as his worst teacher, aliens, a dinosaur, and a witch -- each more terrifying than the last. But it’s all right, his luck is in... or is it? Will our hero ever arrive at the dreaded dentist? Is it good news, or bad news?
Bad News Bike - Tracey West 2002
When Buttercup falls off her new bicycle, she resolves never to ride again, until the day Mojo Jojo carries off Blossom and Bubbles.

When News is Bad - Betty Debnam 2016

The Untold Story of Milk - Ronald F. Schmid 2003
The Untold Story of Milk chronicles the role of milk in the rise of civilization and in early America, the distillery dairies, compulsory pasteurization, the politics of milk, traditional dairying cultures, the modern dairy industry, the betrayal of public trust by government health officials, the modern myths concerning cholesterol, animal fats and heart disease and the myriad health benefits of raw milk.

The Good News Is The Bad News Is Wrong! - Richard Roberts 2017-12-13
How do you react when bad news visits your door? What happens when you are suddenly blind-sided and your life is being ravaged by a deadly, incurable disease? What do you do when it looks like your business is going down the tubes and you're about to lose everything financially? Where do you turn when you've just received the shocking news that your son or daughter is hooked on drugs or alcohol? Does God have a miracle when bad news strikes? In the society in which we live, where we watch news on television or the internet 24/7, is it possible to believe that the bad news is wrong? I say a resounding, YES! And I've written this book to let you know that even if it looks like you're going under, and you're about to be engulfed in the roaring waves of the sea, Jesus Christ declared, “Let us go over unto the other side.” The devil may be in the storm business, but Jesus is still in the going-over business. The Bible, God's Word, is still the same Good News message that it was two thousand years ago. And the good news is the bad news is wrong!